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Generalized semi-Markov schemes were introduced by Matthes in 1962 under the designation 
'Bedienungsschemata' (service schemes). They include a large variety of familiar stochastic 
models. It is shown in this paper that under appropriate regularity conditions the associated 
stochastic process describing the state at time t, t ~> 0, and the stationary distnbution are continuous 
functions of the life-times of the active components. The supplementary-variable Markov process 
is shown to be the limit process of a sequence of discrete-state-processes obtained through 
approximating the life-time distributions by mixtuces of Erlang distributions and measuring ages 
and residual life-times in phases. This approach supplements he phase method. 
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1. Introduction 
In the early sixties Matthes [10] introduced a class of stochastic processes which 
he called 'Bedienungsprozesse'. Theclass includes a large variety of processes that 
arise naturally in the ,~tudy of stochastic models from areas uch as inventory theory, 
reliability theory, computer operating systems, population dynamics, queuing theory 
and others. Therefore, and in view of certain features of the class to be described 
below, we prefer to call it the class of generalized (finite-state) semi-Markov 
processes (GSMP's) rather than using Matthes' terminology. 
Typical examples of such models are the G/O/s queue with finite waiting room 
or the repairshop model treated by Takacs [15, pp. 189-204], the processes in 
question being the number of customers in the system and the number of machines 
in operation at any time, respectively. Matthes, and later Koenig, Matthes, and 
Nawrotzk; (see [6] and [9]), studied the existence of equilibrium distributions of 
these processes as well as a certain insensitivity property of those distributions. 
Recently, Schassberger ([12, 13]) resumed the study of these processes. His 
papers are based on the so-calLd phase method. A generalized (finite-state) 
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semi-Markov process is in part defined by means of an 'input' consisting of a finite 
number ot! i.i.d, sequences of positive random variables. Using the phase method 
am aunts to substituting approximating Erlang mixtures for the distributions of 
these random variables and studying the resulting GSMP by means of exploiting 
certain helpful features of Erlang mixtures. Of course one may have Erlang mixtures 
to start with, in which case no convergence problems arise, and in this sense the 
results in [12] and [13] are complete. But when one introduces these mixtures as 
approximations--and one can do so with any desired degree of accuracymthe 
question arises as to whether the corresponding processes are 'close', too. 
As the results of this paper are not confined to approximations by just Erlang 
mixtures they can be seen as contributing to the general fund of results about the 
'continuity' of stochastic systems. 
Kennedy [8] and Whitt [18] studied a continuity problem for the G/G/1 and 
G/G/s  queues, respectively, which is exactly of the type of this paper. They view 
the various processes usually studied for this queue as functions of the input, i.e., 
of the two i.i.d, sequences of inter-arrival and service times, and use weak conver- 
gence theory as, for instance, presented in [1] to derive their results. It is convenient 
for their analysis that these functions of the input take an explicit and manageable 
form. Explicit functional representations i  connection with such continuity prob- 
lems are also assumed by Franken and Stoyan in [5], where further references on 
the subject may be found. However, !n many specific models of interest, and 
certainly in the general situation of our present paper, such functional representa- 
tions seem entirely out of reach. Thus, whereas we are also using weak convergence 
theory here, our analysis has to rely on otherwise different echniques. 
Before we give an outline of the contents of this paper we want to mention that 
recently Whitt [19] has also studied continuity properties of generalized semi- 
Markov processes (see Acknowledgment). 
As for the structure of this paper, we present he class of GSMP's in Section 2 
along with the formulation of our problem and a partial list of our results. In 
Section 3 we show that weak convergence of a sequence of inputs implies weak 
convergence of the corresponding sequence of GSMP's. This result does not imply 
that the corresponding sequence of stationary distributions, if they exist, converges, 
too. It does under a certain condition (necessary and sufficient) which we present 
in Section 4. We thus solve a problem within Matthes' framework, that has been 
termed an open one in [16, p. 327] (and, ot course, still is in other frameworks). 
In Section 5 we show the same results as in the Sections 3 and 4 for the generalized 
semi-Markov process upplemented with the residual ifetimes. Finaliy, in Section 
6, we turn to the special case of Erland mixture approximations and obtain some 
fua'ther weak convergence r sults relating to this particular context. We elaborate 
on a 'discrete technique' u~ing Erlang mixtures for the simulation of models 
underlying our GSMP's. This part of the work ties up with recent work by Crane 
and Iglehart [3] and by Iglehart and the present authors [7], suggesting an answer 
to questions arising from those references. 
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2. Generalized semi.Markov processes 
A rigorous construction of the GSMP is a rather lengthy affair. It has been carried 
out in [6, 9, 12, 13]. We are therefore going to give a sketch only, supplemented 
by some motivating remarks. 
Imagine that a certain organism (technical system,. . . )  can assume a finite number 
of states x ¢X,  each of which may be described as a collection of components, 
some of which are living (active) while the rest are dead (passive). Hence consider 
x to be some set, for all x ~ X. Then assume that the subset of living components 
of x can be represented as x c~S, where S - -{s l , . . . ,  s~} is a finite set independent 
of x and with I,.j~ex (x n S) ffi S. At time t -- 0 let the organism be in state xo and 
assign each s~ ~ xo~S the age, y,..o, y,,.o ~> 0. For s~ xo~S put y~,.o = 0 and then put 
yo = (ys,.o,..., ys~.o). Suppose that a family F~(. ) of continuous distributions on 
(0, 0o) is given with finite means m,, s ~ S. 
Then, let the residual ifetimes of the living components of Xo, i.e., the elements 
of Xo n S, be independent random variables with c.d.f.'s (F, (t + y,.o) - F~ (y,.o))/( ! - 
F,(ys.o)). Restrict the choice of ys.o to values such that F,(y,.o)< 1, s~xonS. Let 
the organism occupy state Xo until the time of the first death of one of the active 
components of Xo. On account of the continuity of the F~(. ), a simultaneous death 
of more than one components occurs with zero probability. If s is the component 
dying first, let the organism jump at the time of this death, rl, say, to a new state, 
xl, with probability p(xo, s, x l )>0,  where Xon(S/s)c xi ~S, and this jump occurs 
independently of the past and the present (other than that part of the present 
represented by Xo and s). For t~[0, rl), put X(t)=Xo and V(t)=yo+te(xo), 
where e(x)=(el(x),...,eN(x)) with e i (x )=l  if s ,~xnS and e,(x)=O other- 
wise. Thus Y(t) represents the ages of the elements of S that are alive at time t. 
Now put X(r l )  = xl and Y(Tl) = y~, where Y~,.1 = Y,,.o + ¢~e~(xo) f r s~ # s, Y~.t = 0. 
Thus Y(rl) represents the ages of the living components of xt immediately 
after the jump. Beyond t--r~ construct the process {X(.), Y(.)} starting from 
(x~, y~) just as it h~s been constructed beyond t -0  starting from (xo, yo) and 
until ~he time of the next death, r~ + re say. Continuing in this way, a sequence 
(rt, r2 , . . . )  of inter-jump times is obtained with r~ +. . .  +~-,--,oo a.s. as n-.,0¢ 
(see [9, Section 1.2.1]), and the process {Z(t); t >~0} with Z( t )= (g(t), Y(t)) thus 
obtained is Markovian with stationary transition probabilities ([19, Section 
1.2.2]). In this construction of the process we used a fixed initial state (xo, yo), 
in the sequel we assume that the initial state is stochastic with distribution 
e((xo, yo)). 
In the simplest special case given by x n S = x for all x ~ X the component X(.  ) 
of Z( .  ) i5 a finite-state semi-Markov process. This semi-Markov process uggested 
our terminology generalized semi-Markov process. 
Many interesting examples from the theories of reliability and telephone ~ratfi,: 
can be found in [9] and [6], and many other familiar stochastic models from various 
areas contribute processes to our class. 
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:Here and in the following arguments J, denotes the projection of an interval J on
the i.axis,..II1 the collection of all J, for J E Jl, if .,II is a partition ofO. Now fix In, 1E~.
Abbreviate lK,,:;:; (JI"h, neN. Note that, since M has at most I-jumps, Nlfl,I is a
,continuous one-parameter martingale with respect to lF2 * Its quadratic variation
[N m•t]2 satisfies the following inequality
[Nm"]i= lim L (t1KN m•1)2
" ..>CO J{ fl't<"
(Cauchy-Schwarz)
(6)
As in the proof of the above corollary, there are constants bl , b2 such that for an
meN, .\>0
'\P(l1:t~>A)~blIIMlIl.IQ!l+L (sec [9, p. 76, Theorem2(iii))),
AP{~U2>A)~b:tIlMIlLt~"t"I.*
Just as (3) and (4), (7) and (8) imply
sup E( 11~)< co.
mEN
sup EU~)<oo forO<p<!.
fllEN
(7)
(9)
(10)
{9) and (10) in tum, assisted by the inequality of Cauchy-Schwarz, entail that
{(t=m'1m)'/2: meN} is uniformly p.integrable for O<p<!. OJ)
Next, we apply the inequality of BurkhoJder~Davis and Gundy (see (1, p. 14]) and'
(6) to the continuous f 2-martingale Nm,l to obtain for any 0<p < 1 a constant op'
independent of M suell that I
,
E (I N m"1 P) =:;; al,E({(N ",.')~} 1'12) =:;; apE({€m17m} 1'12).
It remains to pass to the limits on both sides of (12) which is justified by (ll). and I
to remember (5). This compl~tes the proof. 0 I
The following proposition allows to traec back the convergence of the quadratic;
variations ofa sequenceofmartingales to a correspondingstatement for the quadratic;
i·vnriation~i and ~i11 be very useful in the next section.
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:Proposition 5. Let (M")"~N be a sequence of regular martingales in L 10g+ L
which have at most I-jumps. Assume that the sequences ([Mn]l)n~N and
(SUP
'
2(;) [Mnlkr:)m:N are bounded in LP(fl, ~ P) . for O~p<~. Then: if
I (SUP'2~J [MltJkrz)neN converges to 0 in LO(fl, $i, P), ([Atr]l)nc;N converges to 0 in
L"(fl,5", P) lor O~p<i. A similar statement holds witll respect to 2.jumps and
quadratic 2-variations.
Proof. Proposition 4 and the inequality ofCauchy-Schwarz imply that the sequence
([Mil]: -[A:fIl]I)nEN converges to 0 in V'(Q, f!Jl, P) for O~p<!. To finish the proof,
one only has to remark that
[MItJ: ~sup [MnJ:lhl' ltEN,
':Ci I
and that, by Vitali's convergence theorem, (SUP'l(l1 [M"Jk'z»IlEN goes to 0 in
LP(fl, $,. P) as n:+OO for O::::ip<!. 0
2. The c:oDtinuity of the quadratic variation
In this section, we will use the convergence results just obtained to derive the
continuity properties of the quadratic variation [M) of a regular martingale M in
L Jog+ L. CUf principal method can be outlined as foHows. Consider a sequence
(M!':)flt!N of usmalln martingales approximating the ··largeU martingale lJ. H~re,
usmall'" means "bounded" Of, if this cannot be achieved, at least having better
integrability properties. Due to the smallness of the M'\ we possess in£ormation on
the continuity properties of the quadratic variations [M"]. We make use of this
information and apply Propositions (J.1) and {1.2) to deduce results on the continuity
of [M].
If M has no 01umps, we approximate it by its Utruncat!ons" Mn :=
E«-n)A(M1vn)!EF.), neN. Of course, M# may have O.jumps. But proposition
(1.3) win enable us to see that the Q-jump parts (Mnt and Al have orthogonal.
variation. This will imply that [MIS - (l'Ir)tl- M] t ~ 0, so that proposition (1.1) is
applicable.
In case for i:= 1or 2.. M has at most i-jumps, it can be approximated by a sequence i
of bounded martingales whicll have the same continuity properties. Thent the I
corol!ary of Propositions (1.1) and (1.2) gives the desired l'esult.
If M is continuous, we encounter the most difficult problem. As in the preceding I
ease, we can approximate by a sequence (M")nl!N of bounded martingales with at
most I-jumps (or at most 2-jumps). Proposition (1.3) allows u!' to conclude that the I
jump paliS (M(',.,»O of Mr.,II and M(o.I) have orthogonal variation for tel. As a I
consequence of this, rM("'I-(Mr.•r))O-M(o."]~~O. Now Proposition (l.S) forces
[M lJ -(M")I_M)l""'O, so that Proposition (1.1) is again applicable.
The methods just sketched, hQwever, could not be seen to yield corresponding ;
results for the rCI!la.ining ~ossible combinations of different kinds of jumps.
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Thus, for k >~max(ko, kl) and n I> n' we have 
Ie{Z~(t)e B, N.(t) > k I Z. (0)-  (Xo, yo)} 
-P{Z( t )eB ,  N(t)> klZ(O)=(Xo, yo)}l < ~, 
no matter how B and Xo are specified. We can write, for u >~ 1, 
P{Z(t) e B, N(t)= u [Z(O)= (Xo, yo)} = 
- -  • • • • , S (U-1) ,  - Y. p(xo, ~(o), X1)  " ° p(x~-l ,  s (~-1), x~)J(Xo, s ~°), Xl, x~, B;  t), 
where the sum ex~ends over a finite number of possible sequences 
• • , S (v - l ) ,  Xo, s(°),xl, . x~ and where J ( . . .  ;t) is a u-fold integral of a type to be 
illustrated by the following example: Let u=2, and B={x2}xl'L~s[O,a,], and 
S (0), S (1), S (1) S (0) S (1) assume for the sequence Xo, Xl, X2 that # and e Xo n S. Let 
and 
/ 
to = max |0, t -  min a~[ 
SeXlr '~S ] s~xo,~(S/s (°)) 
t l  -" max 0, t -  min 
sEx2r'~S 
5 Le'X ln (S /$  (1)) 
a S ° 
Then J(xo, s (°~, Xl, s (1), x2, B; t) is equal to zero if 
min as < t, 
s ~ xor'~S 
$~s(O),s~ 1)
and o:herwise 
J (X0 ,  S (0), Xl, ,$,(1), X2, B; t) = 
o:--to l"l=max(ro q), 
l'I (1 -F~(t-'rl)) l'I (1 -Fs(t-~o)) 
sex2,~S sex l~S 
slgx I ~(S/  s (1)) sgxo~(S/  s (°)) 
l-I 
S e XonS 
$~$(0),$ (1) 
I F~(y~.o+t)-F~(y~.o)~ _ F~'"(ys,',.o +~'1)-F,'"(ys"'.o) 
i -g~ ,/d,, 1-F:,(y.,,,.o) 
F:,  (y :',o + ~o) -F : ,  (y :',o) 
Xd,o 
1-Fs,o, (ys,o,.o) 
Defining now Jn(xo, s(°),xl,. . .  ,s(V-l),x~,B; t) correspondingly by means of the 
• • • , S(V-1),  : )  family {Fs.,(. ); s ~ S} we observe that, as n -.co, J,(xo, s(°), xl, x~, B; --, 
J(xo, s(°),xl,. . . ,s(~-l),x~,B; t) uniformly in yo~<y, y as given, because F,.,(t)--} 
F~(t) as n ~ co uniformly in t e [0, co) and because S is finite. But this implies for 
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given fixed k that 
lim P{Z,( t )~B,N, ( t )~klZ, (O)=(Xo,  yo)} = 
n ..~oO 
=P{Z(t )eB,  N(t)<-klZ(O)=(Xo, yo)}, 
uniformly in Yo ~< Y. The triangle inequality does the rest. 
We next have the following lemma. 
Lenuna 3.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, the finite-dimensional marginal 
distributions of Zn converge weakly to those of Z as n ~ oo 
Proof. Let 0~<tl <t2<' '  " < h,  Bi  = B~ x B 2 with 
= x ,  i= l , . . . , k .  
We note that it follows from standard results that it is sufficient o take the B~ as 
in Lemma 3.1 (cf. [1, Chapter 1, Section 3]). 
Let A be all elements z = (x, y)~. D such that 
z(ti)eBi, i= l , . . . ,  k. 
Let Pz be the measure on D induced by Z. 
In order that A is a continuity set of Pz it must hold that Pz (8,4) = 0. As is easily 
seen this implies that 
P{Z(ti)~SB~}=O for i=  1, . . . .  k. 
Hence, 
P{Z(t~)eSB, IZ(O)=(Xo, yo)} = O, P((xo, yo)) a.e. 
In general, 
P{Z (t,) e B,, i= 1 , . . . ,  k IZ(0)= (Xo, y0)} 
as function of (Xo, yo) c~n be discontinuous. 
More specifically di..-ontinuities may occur if 
ys.o+ ti~ 8B~ for some i = 1 , . . . ,  k and some s e S. 
(3.2.1) 
(3.2.2) 
However, (3.2.1) implies that these points (Xo, yo) have P((xo, yo))-measure zero. 
Since for weak convergence we have to show convergence only for Pz-continuity 
sets we may assume the a.s.-continuity of the conditional probabilities in (3.2.2). 
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The following inequality holds, 
IP{Z.(t,)en, i= 1. . . .  , k}-P{Z(t i )eB,,  i=  1 , . . . .  k}l<~ 
<~ f× IP{g,(t~)~B,,i= l,...,klZ,(O)=(xo, yo)} 
xRN+ 
-P{Z(t~)~Bi, = 1 , . . . ,  k IZ(O)=(xo, yo)}ldP, ((xo, yo)) 
+lfx P{Z(ti)~Bi, i= l , . . ,  klZ(O)=(xo, yo) } 
xRN+ 
xi(dP. ((Xo, yo))- dP((xo, yo))) I . 
The first term on the right-hand side of tile above inequality tends to zero as follows 
from Lemma 3.1. The second term tends also to zero as a consequence of the 
above mentioned continuity of the integrand and the fact that P,, =>P. 
Lemma 3.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, we have ]'or every choice of e > 0 
and T>0 
lim P~ sup min[p(Z.(h),Z.(t)),p(Z.(t),Zn(t2))]>e }=0. 
n...~O0 I t _C<t l . : l<12<t+ c 
c~O I. O<~tl<t2 ~T 
Proof. Let e and T be chosen and denote by Ac.. the event under question. Since 
P. =.-.->P we have that the collection {Pn} is tight. Hence for e/2 there exists a y* 
such that 
Pn { Ys -~ y*, s ¢ S} ~< e/2 for all n. 
Since 
P 
P{Ac.,}= j P{A~.,IZ,(O)=(Xo, yo)} dP,((Xo, yo)) 
<~ I P{A~.,,IZ,(O)=(Xo, yo)} dP ((Xo, yo)) + e/2, 
,0 ~ y*  
it is sufficient o show that 
P{Ac,.lZ,(O)=(x,~, yo)}< e/2 
for all yo~ < y* (the inequality o~< y* is a vector inequality, i.e., ys.o<~ y*, s ~ S). 
In fact, we will prove that 
lim P{mc..lzn(o)=(Xo, y )}=0 
tl .-~oO 
c$O 
uniformly in (Xo, Yo) for Ys.o ~< Ys, s ~ S, where y is fixed but arbitrary. Now fix (Xo, yo). 
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In case there is no jump in the X.(t}-process for to<~t<~h it follows that 
p(Z.(to),Z.(h))=(h-to)~/iSc~X.(to)[, where we denote by IAI the number of 
elements in a set A. Hence, for c <e/~/N, there are at least wo jumps within 
2c-distance for every path of the X.(t)-process corresponding to an to ~ A~.., and 
we have P{A~.,,lz,(o)=(xo, yo)}=P{A~.,nB~.,lZ,,(O)=(xo, yo)}, where B~., 
denotes the event that at least two jumps occur in [0, T] within a distance of 
no more than 2c. Now P{A~.,, c~ B~., [Z, (0) = (xo, yo)} <~ e + P{B~.,,; N,, (T) < kl[ 
Z,,(O)=(xo, yo)} uniformly in n>~n', where n' and ka are defined as in the 
proof of Lemma 3.1. But the probability on the right-hand side of this equality 
can be written in terms of a finite number of integrals which are similar to those 
occurring in the proof of Lemma 3.1 and which, due to the condition B~.,, tend to 0 
uniformly in n as c tends to 0. The details are easily filled in though notationally 
hard to execute. This yields the statement of the lemma. 
The preceding lemmas yield immediately Theorem 3.1, as conditions (i) and (ii) 
of Stone's theorem [14] are satisfied. 
4. Proof of Theorem 4.1 
We continue to consider the processes Z,, n ~> 1, and Z of Theorem 3.1, but 
assume now that they each have a unique stationary initial distribution which is 
strictly positive on each state x e X. This is, for instance, the case if the scheme 2 
is irreducible ~and the distribution functions Fs.,(. ) and Fs(' ) all possess density 
functions which are strictly positive on (0, 0o) (see [6, appendix, Statement 1.3.14]). 
Denoting the stationary distributions by Q, and Q we begin with the first part of 
the proof. 
-N  ProJf of necessity of (4.1.1). Let, for y ~ R+, 
- -N  t 
As(y) = {y" y' e R+, ys >~ Ys} 
and 
Then, by [6, appendix, Statement 1.3.3], 
Q,(X x A,(y) IX, ×/~)  = 1 -  
ms,  n 
(1-Fs.,(t))dt. 
But 
Q.(XxAs(y)) Q(XxAs(y)) 
O.(Xs x,~Y) "* O(Xs x/~')  ' 
A GSMS £ is i rreducible if for every oair x, x' ~ X there exist finite sequences xl . . . . .  x., xi ~ X, 
and s cot . . . . .  s t"t, s "~ S such that p(x, s ~°~, xl)p(:, l, s m, x2) '  • • p(x., s t"~, x')> O. 
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since O, ~ Q implies the convergences of both numerators and denominators, the 
events involved possessing boundaries of Q-measure zero. Consequently, with 
(3.1.2), we conclude that (4.1.1) holds. 
Towards a proof of the sufficien.cy of (4.1.1) we show the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Under (4.1.1) the sequence { On; n >>- 1 } possesses a subsequence converg- 
ing weakly to a probability distribution on X x R N+. 
Proof. Let As(y) and X~ be as defined earlier in this section, and let, for y ¢ R+ N, 
A(y) ={y,: y,~ R N , +, y~ ~>y~, s ~ S}. 
Then, 
Q' (XxA(y) )  <~ Z O, , (XsxA(y) )  
s ~ ..q 
N~ 
= 5". Qn(XxA(y)IX, xR+jQ'(XsxRN+) 
s~S 
<~ 5". On(X xA,(y) lX,  x R+ N) 
s~S 
= - ~  (1--Fs n(t)) d 
s~S ms, , ,  
by [6, appendix, Statement 1.3.3], and hence 
Q'(XxA(y))<e 
for y 1> Y0 and all n, with yo suitably chosen. By mapping X into, say, R 1+ in a 1-1 
fashion we may interpret he Q" as probability measures on R N÷1+ . [4, p. 267, 
Theorem l(ii)] or [1, p. 37, Prohorov's theorem] now do the rest. 
We are now in a position to give the second part of the proof. 
Proo, of sufficiency of (4.1.1). Let { Q'~ } be a subsequence of { On; n ~ 1 } converging 
weakly to a probability distribution O' on X x R~. Then, for all t ~>0 and all 
N B ¢ ~(X  x R + ), we have 
fx P{Znk(t)~B[Z'k(O)=(Xo, Yo)} dOnk(xo, yo). On~(B)  = ×R+ ~ 
We want to show that this implies the relation 
Q'(B) = fx~R~+ P{Z(t)~BIZ(O)=(Xo, yo)}dO'(xo, Yo) 
for all Q'-continuous sets B of the type B = x ×A(y) and for all t ~>0. Since this 
relation holds for Q as well, and since Q is unique, we would then have Q '= O 
and, with Lemma 4.:l, Q,, ==¢,Q as desired. For sets B of the above type, we have 
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0,~ (B)~ Q'(B). Furthermore, 
• -.,,If'-'×s'cP{Z"E (t)~ B IZ,, k (0)= (xo, Yo)} dO.k (Xo, Yo) 
×R+ N 
-P{Z(t)~BIZ(O)=(Xo, yo)}] dO.k(Xo, yo) 1 
+ ]!,c P{Z(t)~BIZ(O)=(Xo, Yo)}(dO.k(XO, yo)-dO'(Xo, yo)) l .
×R+ N 
The first expression on the right-hand side of this inequality tends to zero as nk -* 00, 
which is a direct consequence of the tightness of the family {Q,~} and, according 
to Lemma 3.1, the uniform convergence tozero of the integrand on compact subsets 
of X x R ~. The second expression also tends to zero as nk -* 00. Towards this claim 
it may first be noted that the integrand, as function of (Xo, yo), is continuous 
everywhere xcept for, possibly, a subset of the set C = {(Xo, yo): 0< (yoh = ys-  t 
for some s e S}. This observation has already been used in the proof of Lemma 
3.2. Hence the claim is proved if Q'(C)=0. Therefore, let 
C8 = {(Xo, yo): 0 < (yoL, (yoh ~ (ys - t - 8, :'s - : + d ~ for some s ~ S}, 
8 > 0, and note that C c C8. An argument similar to that of the proof of Lemma 
4.1 yields 
O.k(Cs)~ y,. I fY'-'+~(l-F~.,,~(~'))d~'<e 
sES ms, nk .~y~ t-~ 
uniformly in nk for any given e >0,  provided 8 is small enough. Applying now 
[1, Theorem 2.1(iv)] yields Q'(C) = 0. 
8. Generalized semi-Markov processes supplemented with the residual lifetimes 
The process Z (.) is the result of supplementing the GSMP X(. ) by the infor~a- 
hen Y(.) about the ages of the living elements of S. Instead, one may sometimes 
wish to supplement it by the corresponding information about the residual lifetimes, 
which oiie can view as being determined by the respective random experiments 
each time a component comes alive. Let zs.1, ~'s.2, • • • be the sequence of interactiva- 
tion times of the element s ~ S. Then a typical realization of Y~(. ) is depicted in 
Fig. l(a), and we may construct a process {Z'(t); t I>0} with Z'(t)=(X'(t),  Y'(t)) 
starting from the process Z( .  ) by assigning every realization of Z( .  ) an element 
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of D defined by letting X ' ( . )=  X( . )  and Y's(.), s E S, as shown in Fig. l(b). It" 
follows that, if Z (0)= (Xo, yo) with probability 1, then 
PIX'(O)=xo, Y'(O)<-Y} = II Fs(ys+ys.o)-Fs(ys,o) 
s~xo~s 1 - Fs (y~.0) " 
As consequences of Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, we obtain the following two theorems. 
Theorem 3.1'. Let Z,  and Z be as in Theorem 3.1 and let Z', and Z'  be the 
corresponding processes as constructed above. Then Z" ~Z ' .  
Theorem 4,1'. f f  the processes Z,  and Z defined in Theorem 3.1 possess tationary 
distributions Q, and Q, respectively, t~en the corresponding processes Z" and Z'  do. 
These distributions, Q" and Q', satisfy Q" ~Q'  if (4.1.1) holds. 
Theorem 3.1' is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, the continuity of 
the above mapping in the Skorohod topology, and [1, Theorem 5.1]. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1'. If Q is the marginal distribution for the Z-process at time 
t then the corresponding marginal distribution for the Z'-process atisfies, 
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P{X'(t) = Xo, Y'(t) ~ y} = O'(xo, yo) 
1' F~(ys + y~,o)-F~(y~,o) 
=|  1-I dO(xo, yo). (4. !.1)' 
s~xo~S 1 - F~ (ys, o) JR 
Consequently, if P, =~P where P, resp. P are initial distribution for the Z,-resp. 
Z-process as defined in Theorem 3.1, then the corresponding distributions for the 
primed process atisfy P" =~P'. 
Since the transformation from Q to Q' in (4.1.1)' does not explicitly contain the 
parameter t we also conclude that Q' is a stationary distribution for the Z'-process 
if Q is a stationary distribution for the Z-process. 
Hence Q ' ,  Q' are stationary if Q,, Q are stationary, and QI, :=> Q' if O. :=~ Q. 
And due to Theorem 4.1, Q, =:~Q if (4.1.1) holds. 
6. Erland mixtures and simulation 
If F(t) is a c.d.f, concentrated on (0, oo), then, by [11, p. 32, Theorem 1] (for a 
more general result see Lemma 6.1 below), 
F,(t)=C,F(t) as u --,oo, 
where 
F . ( t )= Y~ F -F  E~(t), 
k=l  
and Ek(t) is the kfold convolution of the c.d.f, l -e - " '  with itself. Thus, every 
distribution on (0, oo) can be approximated arbitrarily well by finite or infinite 
Erlang mixtures. In the present section we assume that the Fs,,, of Theorem 3.1 
are mixtures of Erlang distributions, i.e., 
, E k F~.(t)= )-'. m,..k A~..(t), (6.0.1) 
k=l  
with 0~< ¢rs,,,k ~<1 ~k=l ¢rs,,,.k = 1, K~,, <o0, and As.,-->~ for n ~a3. Hence, in this 
section we assume a family of arbitrary continuous c.d.f.'s {F~(. ), s ~ S} and we 
approximate any Fs(t) by a mixture of Erlang distributions as specified in (6.0.1). 
Let us assume that we want to construct a realization of the process Z, of 
Theorem 3.1 for a fixed n, starting--for the sake of simplicity--in a state (Xo, yo) 
with yo = (0 , . . . ,  0). 
X-,K .... E k Since F~.. = ~k=l *rs..,k ^ ~.. we can generate a realization of a life-time for the 
component s by, first drawing from a lottery which assigns probability 1r~..,k to the 
number k and secondly, given the hrst random experiment has outcome k, taking 
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the waiting time to the kth event in a Poisson process with parameter As., as outcome 
for the life-time. This way of generating life-times will be assumed throughout this 
section. 
Using the life-times we get the process Z, as defined before. If instead of the 
ages we take the number of the currently elapsing phases, i.e., the number of events 
in the Poisson process plus one, as supplementary variables to the state Xn(t) at 
time t we get the process Z,(t)=(Xn(t), Kn(t)). More precisely, Ks.,(t)= 0 if com- 
ponent s is not active, otherwise Ks.n(t) is the number of counted events plus one 
in the associated Poisson process for component s.
For zs.,.~, zs.,.2,.. • the sequence of interactivation times of s, typical paths of 
Ys.,(" ) and Ks.,,(" ) are depicted in Fig. 2(a). Fig. 2(b) shows the residual ife-time 
equivalents Y'.n (") and K',i, (.) in analogy to Fig. 1 (b). 
Note that by generating t~-:e life-times in this special way, the jumps of the 
Yn(t)-process will always coincide with the essential jumps of the K,(t)-process. 
For the remainder of this paper let us assume that the processes Z,, Z ' ,  2n, Z~-' 
are being constructed via the device just described. 
The point of the construction of 2.~ and 2"  is that these are homogeneous 
Markov chains on the states (x, k), x ~X, k = (ks, , . . . ,  ks,~), k~, =0, . . . ,  Ks,.~. This 
is obvious in view of the relevant property of the exponential distribution. Such 
chains being relatively easy to deal with we would have a powerful method of 
dealing with Z, and Z provided that we could relate these processes to those chains. 
Before we can do so we have to establish two technical lemmas. The first one 
is the generalization of [11, p. 32, Theorem 1] to finite-dimensional distributions. 
Lemma 6.1. ff G(yl , . . . ,  YN) is the c.d.fi of the nonnegative stochastic vector 
( Y1,. . . ,  YN), then 
p(k:-I kl kN-1 ~_~N) N ~ <  YI ~- - ,  . . . ~ <  YN <~ I-[ EkAI (Y,), 
o--~k~<[r~a,] A I A I ' AN i= 1 
i=1  . . . . .  N 
=>G(yl,...,yN) as r~-~oo, A i~oo ,  i = l,. . . ,N .  (6.1.1) 
Proof. Using the principle of inclusion and exclusion we can rewrite the left-hand 
side of (6.1.1) as 
N) N ÷' ,~ G kl k  I'I (E~I(Y,)- (Y,)). (6.1.2) 
O':-ki<~[riAi] ' " " " ' ,~  i - - - -1  " 
i=1  . . . . .  N 
We note that E ~, _=k,+~ A,(Yi) ~a, (Yi) is equal to ((Aiyi)k'/kl!) e -x'y' 
Let X,; i = 1 , . . . ,  N, be independent random variables uch that A.~i has Poisson 
distribution with parameter Aiyi. Then (6.1.2) can be written as 
']} XN1 [r~--'~-~N]l~ t''A , {x.<_ 
A1 ' " "  AN J! 
(6.1.3) 
where E denotes the mathematical expectation. 
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+ 
Using the fact that X~ has mean y~ and variance y~/A~ which tends to zero as 
A~oo we conclude the proof by noting that the expression (6.1.3) has limit 
G(yl, .  •. ,  YN) if (Yl,. •. ,  YN) is a continuity point of the c.d.f. 
The special way in which the K" t0-process (and through this process also the 
II', (t)-process) is defined, provides the following relation. 
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P{X, ( t )=x,  y ' ( t )  ~< y} = 
Y . . ' .  Y. P lX,(t )  x ,K ' , , . , , ( t )=k, , . . .  ' = = ,K~N.,(t)=kN} 
kl =0 kN ----0 
N 
x [ I  Ek:,..(Y,,). 
i=1 
(6.1.4) 
We remark that relation (6.1.4) without primes is not valid. 
Using this relation we are able to show that K ' ( t ) /A ,  and Y ' ( t )  do have the 
same weak limits as ,~, --> oo. Here K"  (t)/A, is the stochastic vector with components 
K',,,(t)/A~.,,s~S. 
Lemma 6.2. Assume that a,,.,, -~ o~ and Ks,.,/ a,,.,, -+ oo, i = 1 , . . . ,  N. Then 
(X,(t), K"  (t) /a,)  has a limit distribution 
if and only if 
(X,(t), Y" (t)) has a limit distribution. 
Moreover, the Hmit distributions are the same. 
Proof .  Let us denote 
G,(x, kl, . kN)=P{X, ( t )=x ,K  ' . K '  (t)~kN}. • • , s l . ,  ~ k l ,  . , . , sN.n 
Rewriting (6.1.4) in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 6.1 we find 
P~Xn(t)=x, Y,(t)<~y}=EG,,  X l l  XI<~ . . X~I  XN~ 
" a~. .  J '  " ' A~,,,.. J/ 
, (6 .2 .1 )  
where the X~'s are independent and AiX~ has Poisson distribution with parameter 
Aiyi, and E denotes the mathematical expectation. 
Let us assume that for some sequence of natural numbers, say (nk)~ffil, and 
some G,  
G, k ::> G as k ~ oo. 
If G is continuous at (x, y l , . . . ,  YN), then, since G is monotone in its variables 
y, i = 1 , . . . ,  N, we have that 
lira G,~ (x, Yk l ,  . . . , YkN)  "~ G(X ,  ) '1, . . . .  y /v )  (6.2.2) k~oo 
i f  
lira Yki =yi, i = 1 , . . .  N. 
k --,¢x~ 
By assumption we have that X,.--> y/ in L 2, in the argumentation below we need 
almost sure convergence. 
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However, by a theorem of Wichura [20] we may ~ume that X, ~ y,, 
i = 1 , . . . ,  N. This together with (6.2.1) and (6.2.2) implies that, 
t # lim P|X.,(t)= x, Yt.k (t)~ y~, . . . .  YN., {t)~ yN}=G(x, Yl,. • •, YN). 
k-~ao 
Hence, for any subsequence (nD, 
(X,k (t), Y' ' ,,~ (t)) has a limit distribution if (X,~ (t), K,, (t)) has one. 
Moreover, the limits are the same. 
Since by Helly's theorem any sequence of distributions has convergent sub- 
sequences the assertion follows. 
Let us define ~" - (X., I~'~,) with 
w ~t  w t • .  ~I ~ t i~.(t)=(a,,..g,,..(), .,A,N..g,~..{ )) 
,.,.. ,m. 
and similarly for Z. = (X., Y.). 
Recall that in this section we take F~.(t) as a mixture of Erlang distributions 
such that F~. =~ F., s E 5 as n-.oo. Let P'. be the distribution of (X.(0), A~K,,(0)) 
and suppose P" ~P '  for some P'. 
From Lemma 6.2 we conclude that the distribution of (X.(0), Y" (0)) has also 
the limit P'. Now applying Theorem 3.1' we have that Z~, ::~Z'. It is well known 
(see [I, pp. 123-124]) that the projection at t of Dx~a ~. to X x RN+ is almost surely 
continuous for all t with the possible exception of an at most countable set, say 
R+\ T. By the continuous mapping theorem [I, p. 30] we conclude that Z~, it)=~ Z'(t) 
for t ¢ T. Using Lemma 6.2 we find that 
g; 
(t)~=~(Xft), Y'(r)), t ¢ T. X.lt), A. I 
Hence for all t ¢ T the marginal distribution of the ~ Z,-process does converge to 
that of the Z'-process. We want to show that the L#,,-resp. ~-process does converge 
to the Z-resp. Z'-process. We first show this result for the unprimed process. The 
result of the primed prqcess follows as in Section 5. 
Theorem 6.1. Let 2.. have the initial distribution 15, and assume that l~, converges 
weakly to a distribution P. Then, under the assumption that F,., =e~ F~ as n ~, oo, for 
all s, it holds that Z,---oZ and ~,, ::~Z where Z is the supplemented GSMP based 
upon • by means of the family {F,; s ¢ S} and the initial distribution P. 
Proof. Although relation (6.1.4) does no~ holct f~ ~r the unprimed process for t > 0, 
it is true for initial distributions. 
Hence, the initial distributions/$n of (X~(0),A~tKn(0)) induce via (6.1.4.) (by 
putting t=0 and omitting primes there) initial distributions of (X,(0), Y,{0)), say 
P,. By a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 6.2 we have P, :OP. By 
Theorem 3.1 we have Z, :=~Z. By [1, p. 25, Theorem 4.1 ] it is therefore sufficient 
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to show that po(Zn, .Zn) ''> 0 in probability. This assertion which seems strong at 
first sight can be shown due to the fact that the jump epochs of the Y,,(t)-process 
coincide with jump epochs of the K,(t)-proce~s. Hence we will show that for every 
e > 0 and ,every 8 > O, there exists an no such that 
Ptoo(z., 2 . )  > 8}< ~ 
for n >I no. Suppose e and 8 are chosen. Then there exists a T depending on 8 
only such that, for all to ¢ 12 and all n, 
2 ~r - ,~t  po.,(Z.(to),.~_.,.(to))dt 
po(Z . ( to ) ,2 . ( to ) )<- .  + e . . . . . . . .  . 
=o 1 +po, t(Z.(to),Z.(to)) 
8 
<~-+ T sup po.,(Z.(to),Z.(to)). 
2 t~[O.T] 
It remains to prove that, for every T > 0, 
sup pD.,(Z.(to), 2.(~,))-,O 
te[0.T] 
in probability as n ~ oo. This, in turn, is true if 
sup p(Z.(t, to),2.(t, a,))-,O 
te[0,T] 
in probability an n-* oo, where p is our metric on X x R+ N. Since the component 
X~(t, to) is the same for both Z~ and 2 .  we have to show that 
sup p~,, ( Y.  (t. to), I7"~ (t. to)) ~ 0 in probability as n ~ oo. 
t~[O,T) 
0: ,  equivalently, that for any given e >0 and 3 >0 there exists an n(e, 8) such that 
} sup p~N(Y.(t, to), lT"~(t,w))>8<e 
t~[O,T] 
for n > n(e, 8). Let e and 8 be given. As noted in the proof of Lemma 3.1, there 
exist numbers k and n' such that the probability of more than k jumps in [0, T] 
does not exceed e/2, uniformly in n >n ' .  For n > n' and N.(T) the number of 
jumps in [0, T], 
'{sup  p2N(y.(t, to), Y.(t, to))>3jN.(T)<~k}= 
t~[0,T] 
t~[0,T] seS  
P{ -1Nti~ (t))2> 8} -< Y Y sur (t- ,~,. ,  , , .  sES i=1 t~[0,T] 
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r ~r( i )  ' where x~ As.n ('); i = 1 , . . . ,  k,s ~S} is a family of ~ndependent Poisson counting 
~r(i)  processes with parameters As., and ~, A,.n (0) = 1. Since S is finite, the above sum can 
be made less than ~e, which follows from relation [1, p. 149, (17.21)] after noting 
that the process {NA (,t)} is distributed as the process {NI(At)}. 
For the continuity of stationary distributions we first show the result for the 
primed process. The reason is that we want to use Lemma 6.2. 
Theorem 6.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 the process ,~." has unique 
stationary distributions t~, and we have Q" ==¢, Q', where Q' is the stationary distribution 
of the process Z' of Theorem 4.1'. 
Proof. The existence of unique stationary distributions implies that ,~ is irreducible 
(see [9, p. 35]). It follows immediatelythat the Markov chains 2.~ are irreducible 
and hence have unique stationary distributions. Let O', be the stationary distribution 
of the Z~-process. By Theorem 4.1' we have that Q" =>Q'. The theorem follows 
now by applying Lemma 6.2. 
To show the similar theorem for the unprimed-process we can argue in several 
ways. Probably, the most elegant way of reasoning is by using the map h from Fig. 
2(a) to (b). However, if we have initial distributions at time t = 0 then h is not 1-1, 
hence not invertible. The way to repair this is to assume that the stationary processes 
are defined for all t ~ (-co, +oo). Then h is 1-1 and continuous. Hence ~n ==~Z if
and only if ~"  =¢,Z'. Since projections from Dx×R~[O, oo) to X x R N are a.s. 
continuous for all t ~ [0, oo) with the possible exception of countable many t's (see 
[1, p. 124]), we conclude that Q,~Q if and only if Q" ===>Q'. Consequently, also 
Theorem 6.2 unprimed is valid. 
The results of the present work can be used to fill a gap in [12] and [13]. There 
the objective is to obtain results about Z',  and this is achieved by analysing Z ' ,  
a relatively manageable Markov chain. 
The approximatiot~ echnique of this section may be very useful when simulating 
a scheme ? under statistical assumptions represented by a family (Fs('); s ~ S}. One 
will usually simulate the supplemented GSMP along with keeping track of a number 
of functions of this process. One problem arising here is that of excessive computer 
time that may be required for the generation of Fs (')-distributed random numbers. 
Here is a recipe for avoiding this problem: replace F~(. ) by an Erlang mixture 
Fs.,('), simulate the continuous time Markov chain Z,  or 2'~, and use Theorems 
6.1 and 6.2 along with similar weak convergence r sults for the functions of the 
GSMP considered. 
For these latter results a theorem such as [1, p. 30, Theorem 5.1] may be directly 
relevant or else more specific arguments may be needed. Also the paper [17] can 
possibly be used here. 
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Frequently, whatever is required may be obtained by not even simulating the 
continuot~s time chain but just some related discrete time chain, thus avoiding the 
generatioa of exponentially distributed random numbers and having merely to 
generate random numbers from discrete distributions. Such discrete-time methods 
will resullt in further substantial savings of computer time as has been demonstrated 
in [7]. 
Another problem arising for simulation of supplemented GSMP's and functions 
thereof is the question of for how long to carry on with the simulation. If the 
supplemented GSMP is regenerative, i.e., possesses a state which will be visited 
infinitely often with finite expected time between visits, and were the process 
regenerates itself, i.e., the future is independent of the past at epochs when this 
special state is visited, then the question may be dealt with using techniques 
developed by Crane and Iglehart in [2]. However, normal is the nonregenerative 
situation, for instance, whenever at any time t ~> 0 there are at least wo components 
si ~ $ alive with associated non-exponential F~, (.). Again, introducing Erlang mix- 
Z ,  are, of course, regenerative (see [3] for tures is a possible remedy, as Z,  and - '
suggestions of other possible remedies). 
It is evident hat speed-of-convergence results associated with the statements of
our various theorems would be very useful in this simulation context. This opens 
an interesting area for further esearch. 
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